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Supply List
Collage Quilts
Instructor: Wendy Van der Walt
IMPORTANT NOTE: I do not follow Laura Heine's method of construction for collage
quilting. I found it very expensive, and needlessly labor intensive. It is not necessary to
purchase all the goods listed on the backs of her patterns. Please read through this list
carefully, and feel free to contact me with any questions!
 Pattern: Participants will need to select a Laura Heine or Fabriculous pattern they
would like to do in advance.
 Fabrics: Check the back of your pattern for Background Fabric requirements and
purchase what you will need. Regarding the fabrics for the Collage work: My
advice to participants who are raiding their stash to create a collage quilt is to bring
about twice as much fabric as you think you will need! In previous workshops, a lot
of fun and pleasure of the day comes from everyone finding just what they need on
the other side of the room!
 Heat and Bond Light: for most of these projects, 5 m will be more than enough. It
sounds like a huge amount, but you will be surprised how much you go through!
 Karen Kay Buckley's Perfect Scissors - Blue Handled, Medium Size. These will be
the most helpful, and create the least hand fatigue when you start cutting out your
stacks of collage bits.
 Kitchen Parchment Paper - one 24" length cut off your roll - I will have a roll just in
case
 Sewing Machine
 Neutral thread
 Basic Sewing Notions
 a Travel Iron and Board with extension cord will shorten your wait time
 Optional: your own chair and/or cushion to sit on, light
 Please put your name on all your supplies.
 If you do not have access to any listed supplies please phone or email your

order to us ahead of time to ensure your supplies will be waiting for you when
you arrive at the conference at our on-site store

